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REQUIRESHARDWORK

Have you ever wondered how many successful people make

outstanding work look so easy? The ideas of no pain no gain and hard
work pays could be challenged by many observers of such phenomena.
Some people are extremely talented and have God given abilities that
most only dream of. For the rest of us, it has been ingrained through all
theaters of society that you must work harder than the next person to
get ahead in life. While this holds many a merit, there is one thing
usually missing from such ideals, for hard work alone is not enough.
After all, many would argue that all the blood, sweat and tears has not
landed the 'African American' collectively to the proper place and
standing in American society, despite glorified feats of many of our
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entertainers (including pro athletes and musicians).
Hard work is a pillar of development and very important, however it
must be balanced with proper form and intelligence to yield the best
results. The repetition of form, with the application of proper intent
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along with maximum effort, is a sure way to achieve all one can
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conceive. To do this, one must see the whole playing field and have a
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certain level of awareness of what they are dealing with. Whether its a
basketball game, school or academic endeavors or work and business
related, engraining oneself with the proper principles of success is not
easy. However, the reward of breaking through habits and grafting
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success formulae into one's very being and fabric, allows one to act off
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of subconcious memory, enabling a more seamless transition in all
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related activities. Being in the zone is a state of mind that doesn't just
apply to a game or segment in time. It is an attainable and desirable
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state of being that we should all strive for.
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the fundamentals of robotics and engineering.

Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and

credentials. DATE's
leadership continues
to push the limits with
ambitious goals of
becoming one of the
top 10 charter schools
in the nation. Headed
since its inception by
Morehouse Alum, Dr.
Maury Wills, DATE
has taken a
progressive approach
to engaging its
students with a
plethora of STEM
related programming.
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Dr. Shirley Jackson is
an American physicist
who received her Ph.D.
from the MIT in 1973.
She was the first
African-American
woman to earn a
doctorate in nuclear
physics at MIT. In
addition to her lengthy
list of academic
achievements, she also
has an impressive
number of inventions
under her belt.
Her experiments
with theoretical physics
paved the way for
numerous
developments in the
telecommunication
space including the
touch-tone telephone,
the portable fax, caller
ID, call waiting, and the
fiber-optic cable.

SOLAR& GREENENERGY
This month in solar science, the students
learned about how solar power is being
used to power clean energy vehicles, as
well as the pros and cons to having a
solar powered vehicle. The students
worked in groups to build mini solar cars.
Student learned the basic components of
a solar vehicle ; chassis which is the frame
work of the car, wheels, motor, solar
panel, pinion gear, and drive gear.
students learn the importance of zero
emission vehicles and the harmful effects
that traditional gas powered vehicles
have on our environment.
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Alexander Miles was
an African-American
inventor who was best
known for being
awarded a patent for an
automatically opening
and closing elevator. He
was awarded the patent
on October 11, 1887.

Digital Media Instructor
Rolanda Oliver (left) (right)

ROBOTICS

The new hit film Black
Panther has already
grossed over 770 million
usd in two weeks of
release, smashing records.

STEAM Teams Robotics
students showing off their
"Hand Drills." The students
learned about inertia and the
potential uses of a hand drill,
such as starting a fire.

DMINDUSTRYNEWS

M ar vel?s ?Black Pan t h er ,? f ilm ed in At lan t a - h ow m u ch did ?Black
Pan t h er ? spen d in Geor gia?

For most of human history, drilling a hole into whatever chosen material required an extensive

?After generating enormous buzz, celebrity-packed early screenings and
universal early praise, the Atlanta-filmed Marvel blockbuster ?Black Panther ? is
in theaters everywhere today.

amount of time and effort. During recent robotic program, students learned how to make their

The Marvel blockbuster due out Feb. 16 spent $73 million, Motion Picture

George Washington
Carver (c. 1864 to
January 5, 1943) was
born into slavery and
went on to become a
botanist and one of the
most prominent

Association of America Chairman and CEO Charles H. Rivkin said during the

scientists and inventors

red carpet ahead of Wednesday night?s premiere at the Fox Theatre.

of his time as well as a

?When a movie?s made, it?s not just the actors and the technicians,? he said.

teacher at the Tuskegee

?It?s all the community that benefits. It?s the caterers and the hairdressers and

Institute. Carver devised

the florists. Local businesses, most of them small to medium enterprises.?

over 300 products using

Overall, the film industry produced a $9 billion economic impact in Georgia

one major crop ? the

last year, and generated 100,000 jobs, Rivkin said.

peanut ? including

the 2 sticks ?dancing? up and down along the rod which allows the heavy washers to produce the

?These are good jobs, high-paying jobs and union jobs. More movies were

dyes, plastics and

?inertial force?, enabling the nail to drill hole in the wood. When students learned the trick of

made in Georgia than in any nation on earth last year,? he said. ?That?s pretty

gasoline. He also

making the drill works, they were so exciting about the success.

impressive. I?ve spent most of my life in Hollywood, and they?re definitely

own ?Hand Drill?. Throughout the progress of this project, students learned the scientific concept
of ?Inertia?. Inertia is the ability of an object to keep its state. The bigger mass of an object, the
bigger inertial force it produces.
To make ?Hand Drill? is simple, but to make the "hand drill" work in your hands is a tricky thing.
Students learned to make a ?Hand Drill? by using these simple material --Rod, Nail, String, Sticks
and Metal washers (see the student?s hand writing note). Then, they had to learn how to play
with the drill. Most importantly, the twisted string has to be kept in very good balance to keep

Furthermore, students summarized this project by doing presentation display board and make
public speeches.

taking notice.?
Source: AJC
Read Fu ll ar t icle

created 118 of
products using the
sweet potato.
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Lewis Howard Latimer (September 4, 1848-December
11, 1928) was an African-American engineer and
inventor who was a member of Edison's research
team, which was called "Edison's Pioneers." Latimer
improved the newly-invented incandescent light bulb
by inventing a carbon filament (which he patented in
1881), allowing light bulbs to burn for hours instead of
minutes.
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installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
power

Recently, passive solar energy has been making a
huge impact in society specially in rural
communities. Through the use of solar ovens
communities with limited amounts of access to
electricity are being transformed. Additionally,
solar ovens are helping spend less on utilities.
These unconventional ovens are able to cook
rice, beans, corn and even meat. By investing in
these solar ovens many families in rural areas are
able to save money on utilities; such as natural
gas and electricity. These savings allow them to
buy more nutritious food , medical care, and
send children to school.

Above - Solar oven
made from a pizza box.
Below - A light using
the carbon filament,
which was invented by
Louis Latimer.

educating and

with Advanced Power

Project Manager and

Passive solar energy does not involve any
mechanical devices or the use of conventional
energy sources. Some classic example of
traditional passive solar structures are green
houses, sun-rooms, and solariums.

Solar ovens can also come in handy during
hurricane relief efforts. With so many Caribbean
islands being devastated by natural disasters,
solar ovens can ensure that families still have
warm meals during long periods of power
outages. Solar ovens have the power to improve
life for those in rural areas where resources are
scarce and can provide these communities with
healthy nutritious meals. There are many
variations of solar ovens, which could be made
simply from a pizza box or more advanced wood
and metal structures.
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Street dance can
only be
mainstreamed by
representatives
that have a unique
purpose, not the
actual culture
itself. For then
there would be no
end cultural value,
meaning the latter
should be avoided.
The small tastes of
culture we indulge
are what drives
our creativity to be
more than who we
are today and

THEINDUSTRIALMASK
Real street dance will never be mainstreamed. What
we witness on television is a forced emotion that
is a result of choreograph mastery. The quality
provided by organic freestyle dancers require
a system of dynamics that are indeed learned
behaviors which are intended to be presented
in free-form, allowing character and
authenticity to accent movement. When the
time came for this generation to be apart of the
industry, all the ideas of freestyle culture became roadmaps of personal
ambition. As TV shows requested the services of street dance
competitors, each culture began to birth their shining stars that were
ready and willing to wear the ?industrial mask?.
The industrial mask is worn by cultural catalysts that have shown an
audience of promoters that there is a fine line that they can only walk to
fulfill a certain goal. A prime example is the legendary Michael ?Boogaloo
Shrimp? Chambers, better known as Turbo from the 80?s dance movie
Breakin?. Although he was one of the world?s most electric street dancers
of his time and still today, Chambers was an actor and studio dancer. He
was the best of both worlds. He is one of the great legends to work with
the tireless Michael Jackson, meaning his disciplines were as fierce his
urban style. Another urban dancer that wore the mask well is Darren
Hanson from the dance tutorial hit Darren?s Dance Moves, now a B-list
actor in Hollywood. He started out big teaching street dance choreo to
the platinum group N?Sync. He has become so successful that people
hardly remembers he once danced. These small changes of the hat make
dance culture progressively more important n the industry.Today, we see
dancers like Lil Buck, Jon Boogz, The Les Twins, Storyboard P and others
that have industrial level goals and work ethic making their mark in
respective worlds around dance.
Daniel Price is the first
urban dancer to go viral on
Youtube and a Memphis
Jookin Legend. He is also
the President of Menfes
Interactive's Dance
Technology and the COO of
Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

forever. The essence
of street dancers is
spreading into the
lifestyles of more
unique individuals
everyday. In the
next article we will
explore the constant
expansion of urban
trend dance and
how its parallel,
street dance, is
indirectly nurturing
its growth.

Perhaps the most important street dance legend of the 1990?s and early
2000?s is Steffan ?Mr. Wiggles? Clemente. The mark he made for new generations
with Poppin, Lockin, Tuttin, Waving, Ground Glides and more, he independently
industrialized street dance culture on the internet from the cultural perspective
at the turn of the century.
Author ?s Note: Cultural Assimilation
In the year 2001, Mr Wiggles had already launched his Hip Hop website. He pretty
much spelled out urban culture with an amazing tutorial network to explain it all. This
was a time when dancers were living to see the best dancers of all time. There was no
Internet so creativity was harder to come by. Up to 2005 it was well worth the money
to see what Wiggles could do on those VHS tapes. He even adapted to the oncoming
Youtube wave and created the biggest street dance forum in America where the top
dancers used Youtube to share videos in the forum. The information me and my
friends were exposed to helped us to sharpen our cultural evolution here in Memphis
where we used a different rhythm but the same laws of motion apply. It actually
introduced us to Youtube, and by 2007, our dance group,G Force , was one of the
biggest names in the new world of street dance on Youtube. G-Force still has a few of
America?s top dancers today at the B list celebrity level. Thats a major achievement,
just from my culture. There?s no telling the history that will unfold later.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org
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